


Schedule
• Constraints on the rheology from 

1. the laboratory,  
2. geology,  
3. geophysics and  
4. numerical modelling
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Laboratory constraints
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Viscous creep law
• Experimental data 
• The viscosity of rocks is strongly dependent on

pressure, temperature, stress (strain-rate),!
grain size, water content, melt and mineralogy, …
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Upper mantle
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Slipped Volume
of the Crystal

5.20. Boundaries of slipped por- Screw
Dislocationof a crystal lattice. (a) The shaded

of the crystal has slipped relative
unshaded part. The boundaries of the

/ide plane are an edge and a screw dis-
hation. (b) View of the glide plane. The

area is the area over which slio has
The boundary is an edge dislo-

ation where b is normal to the boundary.
lhboundary is a screw dislocation where
lisparallel to the boundary. Dotted and
&shed lines show planes below and above
teglide plane, respectively. After Twiss
mdMoores (1992).

b) Gl ide Plane

The two principal ways in which dislocations can contribute to creep are by dislocation
dip or glide and dislocation climb. In dislocation slip, the dislocation line moves through
te lattice breaking interatomic bonds as it moves (Figure 5.21). This motion conserves
nass because it does not require the addition or removal of atoms. Edge dislocations (or the
dge components of mixed dislocations) also move by dislocation climb (Figure 5.22).In
dislocation climb, the dislocation line moves by the addition of atoms. This is not mass con-
$crving because it requires the diffusion of atoms from elsewhere in the lattice. Dislocation
fieep can also be thermally activated at relatively low stress levels. Again, the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution gives the number of atoms that have sufficient energy to overcome
fie interatomic bonds restricting the motion of a dislocation.

Experiments and theory indicate that a general form of the relationship between strain
rate ti and deviatoric stress r valid for both diffusion and dislocation creep is given by

rch type of dislocation in lanicc
(a) A perfect crystal lattice into
rsite sign produced by shearing
dislocation is at the edge ofan
;e dislocation line. The invertod
sign produced by shearing thc
'edge. The diagram to the right
re dislocarion line. After TWiss

:ll as the fraction of lattice
temperature and pressure

(s.e.2)

e ratio T / T^ is referred
re diffusion coefficient is
re. Diffusion coeffi cients

mensional imperfections
ms of the Burgers vector
s when a dislocation line
motion of a dislocation

re 5.19). Specification of
If the dislocation line is

. If the dislocation l ine is
5. I 9). Most dislocations

e: (1)- *'[-"=#2] (5.e.3)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, p" is the shear modulus, d is the grain size, and D is
themagnitudlof the Burgers vector. Typical values of n and m are n : I and, m : 2.5
fot diffusion creep and n : 3.5 and m : 0 for dislocation creep. For diffusion creep,
the relation between strain rate e and deviatoric stress z is linear, resulting in a Newtonian
viscosity. For dislocation creep, the relation between strain rate Z and deviatoric stress r is
stongly nonlinear, resulting in a nonlinear viscous rheology. Another difference between
these mechanisms is the dependence on grain size. The diffusion creep viscosity decreases
$tongly with decreasing grain size d, while dislocation creep is insensitive to changes in
gain size.

Grain boundaries are two-dimensional defects separating adjacent crystals with different
lattice orientations. Grain size is controlled by grain growth and, in the dislocation creep
rcgime, by dynamic recrystallization (De Bresser et al., 1998). Grain growth is a process that

^ ( ; ) '
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Question 5.5: What is the dependence of grain size on deviatoric stress in the
mantle?

The major minerals in the upper mantle are olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and
garnets (see Chapter 3). One mineral can control the rheology of a rock if its volume fraction
is greater than 20-307o, if it is significantly weake r than the other minerals, and if it forms
an interconnected matrix. Olivine is the most abundant mineral and it is also probably the
weakest. so that its rheology is likely to be dominant.

Laboratory experiments provide a direct means of determining the creep properties of
mantle minerals (Goetze and Kohlstedt, 1973; Kohlstedt and Goetze, 1974). However. this
approach does have serious difficulties, as noted in Section 5.1.6. In order to achieve steady-
state deformation on reasonable (laboratory) time scales, the measurements must be canied
out at much higher strain rates or higher temperatures than those associated with mantle
convection. The laboratory results must then be extrapolated over many orders of magni-
tude in strain rate for application to the mantle. Also, laboratory experiments are generally
carried out at much lower pressures than encountered in the mantle, again requiring a large
extrapolation of results to mantle conditions.

Many laboratory measurements of olivine deformation have been carried out. These have
been reviewed by Tsenn and Carter (1987), Karato and Wu (1993), Evans and Kohlstedt
(1995), Kohlstedt et al. (1995), and Drury and Fitz Gerald (1998). The parameters for dif-
fusion creep and dislocation creep in a dry upper mantle, as summarized by Karato and
Wu (1993), are given in Table 5.3. An important question is whether diffusion creep is the
applicable deformation mechanism in the upper mantle. The transition between dislocation
creep and diffusion creep occurs when, for a given stress, the strain rates given by the two
mechanisms are equal. In general, for a given stress, the defbrmation mechanism with the
larger strain rate prevails. One way to delineate the regimes of applicability of rival deforma-
tion mechanisms is to use a deformation map (Frost and Ashby, 1982). A deformation map
generally gives the stress as a function of temperature for several values of the strain rate.
A deformation map for a dry upper mantle with p : 0, based on (5.9.3) and the parameter
values in Table 5.3, is given in Figure 5.24.The diffusion creep values are based on a grain
size d : 3 mm. This is a tyical value fbr mantle rocks found in diatremes and in ophiolites.
Dislocation creep is the applicable defonration mechanism for high stress levels and high

Thble 5.3. Parameter Values for Dilfusion Creep and Dislocation Creep in
a Dry Upper Mantlea

Quantity Diffusion Creep Dislocation Creep

Pre-exponential lactor A (s-l)
Stress exponent n
Grain size exponent m
Activation energy E* (kJ mol r)

Activation volume V* (m3 mol l)

8.7 x l0r5
I
3

300
6 x 10-6

3.5 x 1022
3.5
0

540
2x105

Figure 5.24. Deforma
perature Z for several
creep regime. The soli

temperatures, whil
Uncertainties in flc
deformation maps.

Typical values r
these values locate
This point clearly 1
If (5.9.4) had beer
sizes would have bt
over the entire upl
have published lab
creep is the applica
consistent with alm
the mantle. In asses
mantle, it must be e
the dominant mech
creep in the deeper
et al. (1995a) have i
evidence for disloci
mantle is evidence
may well be a funcl
mantle.

" AfterKaratoandWu(1993).Otherrelevantparamctervaluesarepshei l .  :80GPa,
nodulus

h :  0.55nm. and R -  8.3144JK I  mol-1.
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Composite failure envelope

A: Tensile lailure criterion
B: Mohr (parabolic) failure crilerion
C: Coulomb (straight-line) failure criterion
D: Brittle-plastic transition
E: von Mises plastic yield criterion

a

a ao-

t-Z . '

a

Byerlee'sa -. la-  ' r '
. .  . /  law

on (MPa)
Figure 0.26 Graph ol shear stress and normal stress measurements at
the initiation of sliding 0n preexisting fractures. The best-fit line delines
Byerlee's law.

that the failure criterion for frictional sliding is basically
independent of rock type:

tls/on = constant 8q.6.5
The empirical equation known as Byerlee's layf that best fits
observations depends on the value of on. For on < 200 MP4
the best-fitting criterion is a line described by the equation
<rs = 0.85on, whereas for 200 MPa < on < 2000 MPa, the best
fitting criterion is a line described by the equation:

os = 50 MPa + 0.6on

6.7.4 Will New Fractures Form or Will Existing
Fractures Slide?

Failure envelopes allow us to quickly determine whether it
is more likely for an existing shear rupture to slip, or for a
new shear rupture to form (Figure 6.27). For example,
Figure 6.27b shows both Byerlee's frictional sliding enve-
lope and the Coulomb shear fracture envelope for Blair
Dolomite. Note that the slope and intercept of the two en-
velopes are different, so that for a specific range of preex-
isting fracture orientations, the Mohr circle representing the
stress state at failure touches the frictional envelope before
it touches the fracture envelope, meaning that the preexist-
ing fracture slides before a new fracture forms.

However, preexisting fractures do not always slide be-
fore new fractures initiate. Confined compression experi-
ments indicate that if the preexisting fracture is oriented at

5After the geophysicist J. Byerlee, who first proposed the equations in
1978.
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Figure 6.25 (a) A representative composite failure envelope on a Mohr
diagram. The different parts of the envelope are labeled, and are discussed
in the text. (b) Sketches of the fracture geometry that forms during failure.
Note that the geometry depends on the part of the failure envelope that
represents lailure conditions, because the slope ol the envelope is not
c0nstant.

like the Coulomb failure criterion for intact rock, plot as
sloping straight lines on a Mohr diagram. Furthermore, a
compilation of friction data from a large number of exper-
iments using a great variety of rocks (Figure 6.26) shows

h Tensile fracture
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Fracture style as a 
function of  

confining  
pressure
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http://geophysics.eas.gatech.edu/people/anewman/classes/Geodynamics/misc/5_7_10.jpg

Byerlee’s law

�n < 200 MPa

200 MPa  �n ⇠ 2000 MPa



Strength of the mantle-lithosphere

(Kohlstedt et al., Strength curves for different materials: lithosphere, 1995)!

Brittle ductile!
transition
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Compression versus extension

Difference come from the dependence of Byerlee’s law on the normal stress 
Compression results in large normal stress (tectonic loading)

(Burov E.,  Treatise on Geophysics V. 6, 2007)!9



Limitations of the lab

!10(Barnhoorn, ETHZ thesis, 2003)

• Extrapolation over many 
orders of magnitude in 
strain-rate 

• Relatively low strain 
experiments 

• Generally mono-mineralic 
• Small samples in lab. - are 

large scale heterogeneities 
important? 

• Effects of water, melt not in 
included or difficult to 
control



Two-phase experiments
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• Calcite (or anhydrite) 
deformed in isolation 
result in homogenous 
deformation up to 
large strains 

• Mixtures of calcite 
and anhydrite result in 
heterogeneous 
deformation and 
shear localisation

Calcite 
CaCO3

Anhydrite 
CaSO4

(Barnhoorn et al, EPSL, 2005)

anhydrite !
! (white/light grey)!
calcite !
! (dark gray)

[outside localisation zone]

[inside localisation zone]



Two-phase experiments
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• Heterogenous material 
induces local strength 
variations initiating strain 
localisation 

• Deformation mechanism in 
anhydrite changes from 
dislocation creep to diffusion 
creep with strain localisation

- Low strain, homogeneous 
deformation 
- Strain localisation occurs 
only at high strain



Observational constraints
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Postglacial rebound

(Turcotte & Schubert, 2014)



Postglacial rebound

• The rate of rebound is sensitive to 
the absolute viscosity 

• Rate of rebound depends on  
• ice-load size/shape, sea-level 

measurements and unloading 
history 

• lateral variations in elastic plate 
properties

!15 (http://www.antarcticglaciers.org)



Postglacial rebound
• Assume periodic displacement, wm 
• Semi-infinite viscous half space 
• Displacement leads to horizontal 

pressure gradient

!16

wm = w

0
m cos (2⇡x/�)

(Turcotte & Schubert, Geodynamics, 2014)



Postglacial rebound

!17 (Kauffman & Lambeck, PEPI, 2000) 

• Haskell (1935) estimated the average viscosity for the 
mantle to be 1e21 Pa s 

• Results from more recent inversions constrained by PGR



Geoid
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(from Magali Billen) 

Geoid as measured by GOCE (Gravity 
field and steady-state Ocean Circulation 
Explorer) ESA

• Geoid is the surface of an 
ideal global ocean in the 
absence of tides - only shaped 
by gravity 

• Sensitive to deep mantle (low 
wavelength) structures

“high”
“low”



Geoid
• Range is on the order of +/- 120 meters

!19 (http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace)



Geoid
• Observations from seismic studies 

• Long wavelength geoid LOWS correlate with 
seismically FAST regions, i.e. cold (dense) regions 

• Long wavelength geoid HIGHS correlate with 
seismically SLOW regions, i.e. hot buoyant regions

!20
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Geoid
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(King, Models of mantle viscosity, Mineral physics 
and crystallography, 1995)

A. Static (elastic) model 
produces only positive 
geoid (mass excess) 

B. Deformed surface 
results in mass deficit 

C. Viscosity contrast 
between upper / lower 
mantle required to fit 
geoid data

UM

LM

surface

CMB



Measured

Computed   
- Using 30x 
higher 
viscosity at 
660 km



Seismicity

• Most earthquakes occur within the upper 
crust, few beneath the Moho (dashed line)

!23

Maggi et al, (2000)



Seismicity
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Jackson (2002)



!25
Jackson (2002)

classical

Jackson Jackson

• “Classical” model - strength 
lies within the crust AND 
mantle 

• Lack of earthquakes below 40 
km implies low strength 
material 

• Low strength —> “weak”  
• Strength lies only within the 

crust

Seismicity



Constraints from numerics
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Plate motions: Radial structure
• Plate motions result from a balance of buoyancy forces (driving 

motion) and viscous stresses (resisting motion) 
• Plate motion is directly measured from GPS 
• Buoyancy anomalies at depth inferred from seismic tomography 
• Joint inversion using  

• (a) forward model given by incompressible Stokes with 
Boussinesq approximation 

• (b) geoid and plate motion data define objective function (misfit) 
• Linear super-position of two flow solutions: (i) no buoyancy 

variations - plate motion imposed as boundary condition; (ii) 
tomography - plate motion assumed to zero 

• Look for RADIAL viscosity profiles which yield zero net torque on 
each lithospheric plate
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Comparisons
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Comparison

!29

• Upper mantle is less viscous than the lower mantle (on average) 
• Factor increase is between 3x - 30x 
• Viscosity transition is at least as deep as 660 km, and may be as deep as 

1200 km 
• The average viscosity in the upper mantle (beneath the lithosphere is 

less than 1e21 Pa s 
• No evidence of viscosity increasing with depth, despite enormous 

pressure increase



YSE validation
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“Creme brûlée” versus “Jelly sandwich”!
“Jackson” versus “Classical”

Age = 150 Myr Age = 500 Myr

Burov & Watts (2006)



YSE validation
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Stability scenario

• Instabilities develop after 1.5-2 Myr 

• By 10 Myr the lithosphere starts to disintegrates. 
Convective removal replaces lithospheric material with hot 
asthenospheric material 

• Flattening of the Moho, tectonic erosion of the crust root 

• CB cannot explain long term persistence of topography

Burov & Watts (2006)

t = 10 Myr

“CB” summary



YSE validation
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Collision scenario

• CB is unstable - no subduction 

• Convergence is taken up in the suture zone 
separation two plates 

• CB cannot explain long term integrity of down 
going slab 

• JS is consistent with structural style of collision 
systems associated with slab flattening, 
crustal doubling and arc subduction

Burov & Watts (2006)

t = 5 Myr

“CB” summary
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Plate motions: mantle structure



Plate motions: mantle structure
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Forward model

* 1 km resolution at plate boundaries:  
Using adaptive finite element mesh, 
massively parallel computation.  
—> 24 hrs on 6000 CPUs 
* Single snapshot in time

Inputs: 
 - rheology (flow law) 
 - thermal structure 
 - slab geometry 
!
Outputs: 
 - velocity (volume/surface) 
 - pressure 
 —> plate direction, speed, “plateness”, surface strain-rate, net surface rotation 
 —> stress along slab, stress drop, slab strain-rate



Thermal structure
• Convert age to temperature via half space cooling model 

!

• Age in the oceanic lithosphere (Muller et al, 2008) 

• Cratons assumed to be 300 Myr old 

• Regions 750 km of subduction zones, ~75 Myr 

• Everywhere else, 125 Myr 

• Slab age: obtained from age at the trench, just prior to subduction 
and propagated along the slab 

• Lower mantle, S2ORTS tomography, 

• Slab geometry (upper surface) constrained from tomography and 
seismicity (where available)

!36

�T = �!�Vs



Viscosity structure
• Arrhenius flow law 

(strain-rate and 
temperature 
dependent 

• Composite rheology 
utilising diffusion and 
dislocation creep and 
upper yield strength 

• At convergent plate 
boundaries, viscosity 
is locally weakened 
along “fault surfaces” 
via Gaussian function 

!37

“Tuneable” 
model 
parameters



Findings
• The Pacific plate plays a dominant role in obtaining good fit to global plate motions 

• Fitting plate motions accurately required:  

• a yield stress of 100 MPa, despite laboratory data suggesting it should be 
~500-1000 MPa 

• a power-law exponent of n = 3  

• An exponent of n = 3.5 results high plate velocities and surface rotations  

• The viscosity in slab hinges is ~1e22 Pa s 

• Slabs are strong and have a viscosity ~1e24 Pa s 

• Major plates more affected by changes in yield stress than micro-plates (opposite 
behaviour when increasing power-law exponent due to decoupling) 

•  Lateral flow around slabs is trench perpendicular 

• Changes in density structure in lower mantle affect plate motions —> strong 
coupling between plates, slabs and upper/lower mantle 

• Plates penetrating the lower mantle move slowly c.f. those that do not
!38



Findings
• Best fit models have  

• viscosity in slab hinges is 
~1e22 Pa s 

• strong slabs with a viscosity 
~1e24 Pa s 

• An exponent of n = 3.5 results 
high plate velocities and surface 
rotations  

• Higher exponents result in weaker 
slabs - reducing decoupling with 
the lower mantle

!39

n = 3.5 
(weak)

n = 3 
(strong)
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• An exponent of n = 3.5 
results high plate 
velocities and surface 
rotations  

• Major plates more 
affected by changes in 
yield stress than micro-
plates (opposite 
behaviour when 
increasing power-law 
exponent due to 
decoupling)

Findings



Summary
• Viscosity constraints can be obtained via a wide varied of 

different techniques: 
• laboratory; geology / geophysics; numerics  

• All methods possess different trade-offs / weakness 
• A robust characteristic amongst all methods is that the 

viscosity of the lower mantle is higher than that of the upper 
mantle. Lower mantle viscosity estimates are on the order of 
1e21 Pa s and 1e22 Pa s 

• YSEs should not be taken literally (strain-rates are depth 
dependent) 

• A complete picture of the radial and lateral viscosity structure, 
both globally and regionally, within the crust and lithosphere is 
an on-going and active area of geodynamic research
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